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TOPOLOGICAL AND ALGEBRAIC PULLBACK FUNCTORS
JACK S. CALCUT, JOHN D. MCCARTHY, AND JEREMY J. WALTHERS
Abstract. We give algebraic equivalents for certain desirable properties of
pullback functors on categories of coverings and group sets, namely nullity
zero, essential injectivity, and essential surjectivity. Nullity zero turns out
to be equivalent to the notion of a contranormal subgroup. We observe a
Tannakian-like phenomenon with essential injectivity. Essential surjectivity is
intimately related to Zappa-Sze´p products. We include several examples, and
some open questions.
1. Introduction
Given a continuous function of spaces f : X → Y , the topological pullback
functor f∗ : Cov (Y )→ Cov (X) sends coverings of Y to coverings of X . Given
an arbitrary group homomorphism h : H → G, we define the algebraic pullback
functor h∗ : G-set → H-set. In case h is inclusion of finite groups, h∗ is the re-
striction functor of Burnside ring theory. Let f♯ be the induced homomorphism of
fundamental groups. Topological and algebraic pullback are intimately related by
considering f∗♯ , as displayed in diagram (3.21) below.
In [Qui78], Quillen gave algebraic equivalents for f∗ to be faithful, full and faith-
ful, and an equivalence of categories. We call this Quillen’s triad. Quillen took
f to be a map of posets; for his first two equivalences, the target was a point.
In [CMcC12], the first two authors generalize Quillen’s triad to much more general
topological spaces, without restricting the target to be a point, and to other cate-
gories of coverings. In this paper, we extend Quillen’s triad in other, more algebraic
directions. We work with reasonably nice spaces (see Section 2 for our hypotheses),
so classical covering space theory works, and give purely algebraic equivalents for
f∗ and h∗ to have nullity zero, to be essentially injective, and to be essentially
surjective.
We say a pullback functor has nullity zero provided only the trivial objects pull-
back to trivial objects (see Section 4). Following Rose [Ros68], a subgroup L of G
is contranormal provided the normal closure of L in G equals G. We prove that a
pullback functor has nullity zero if and only if the image subgroup is contranormal.
Thus, the algebraic notion of a contranormal subgroup has a topological equivalent.
Namely, let H be a subgroup of a group G. Realize inclusion H →֒ G as f♯ for
nice spaces; this is always possible by Lemma 2.1. Then, H is contranormal in G
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if and only if the topological pullback functor f∗ has nullity zero. We give several
examples of contranormal subgroups arising naturally both algebraically and topo-
logically. In the free group of rank two, we show that there appear to be vastly
more contranormal subgroups than normal subgroups for each finite index n > 2.
This raises the question: are contranormal subgroups more prevalent than normal
subgroups for finite index n > 2 and most groups in the sense of Gromov? We hope
to explore this question in future work.
We prove that a pullback functor is essentially injective if and only if the as-
sociated group homomorphism is surjective. Our proof of the reverse implication
is direct, whereas our proof of the forward implication utilizes infinite component
covers and an infinite swindle. Recall the Tannakian philosophy from representa-
tion theory [JS91]: a group is determined by the category of its finite dimensional
representations. Thus, the Tannakian-like question arises: may failure of essen-
tial injectivity be detected using only finite component covers of Y (equivalently,
G-sets having finitely many orbits)? We answer this question in the affirmative
for arbitrary groups. Our proof, in the finite index case, first reduces to the finite
group case, which we then solve using Burnside rings. We give two proofs for the
finite case, the first using a lemma of Bouc (Lemma 5.20 below). Our second proof
(chronologically our first) identifies a distinguished, 1-dimensional subspace of the
kernel of the restriction functor when H is a proper subgroup of G. The existence
of this distinguished subspace permits us to assign a natural number ∆(G,H) to
each finite group and subgroup pair, which we call the deviation of H in G. The
deviation is an isomorphism invariant of the pair (G,H) and, in fact, depends only
on the G-conjugacy class of H in G. In case H is normal in G, the deviation equals
the index [G : H ]. In general, ∆(G,H) need not equal [G : H ], and the two may
coincide even when H is not normal in G. We conjecture that ∆(G,H) = 1 if and
only if H = G, that [G : H ] divides ∆(G,H), and that ∆(G,H) divides the order
of G. We present some evidence for these conjectures.
Understanding the kernel of a general morphism is sometimes equivalent to un-
derstanding injectivity. Our results on nullity zero and essential injectivity show
that this is decidedly not the case with pullback functors. Namely, a pullback func-
tor may have nullity zero while failing to be essentially injective (see examples in
Section 4).
We give an algebraic equivalent for a pullback functor to be essentially surjec-
tive. Our equivalence imposes, for each subgroup K of H , a constraint on the pair
(G,H) being essentially surjective. Taking K to be trivial yields the necessary,
but generally not sufficient, condition: G must split as a Zappa-Sze´p product of
H and a subgroup L of G (called a complement of H in G). Zappa-Sze´p products
generalize semidirect products. We present a positive class of examples that are
essentially surjective (they are special semidirect products). We further show, by
explicit example, that this class does not encompass all essentially surjective pairs.
We leave open the question of which subgroups of H yield interesting constraints
on essential surjectivity.
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This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recalls topological pullback and
fixes some notation. Section 3 defines algebraic pullback and proves some proper-
ties of algebraic and topological pullback. Section 4 studies nullity zero, Section 5
studies essential injectivity, and Section 6 studies essential surjectivity.
Throughout, N := {1, 2, 3, . . .} denotes the natural numbers. |S| denotes the
cardinality of S. Define ω := |N|. K < L means that K is a (not necessarily
proper) subgroup of L. A proper subgroup of G is any subgroup L  G (L = {e}
permitted in case G 6= {e}). A functor F : C → D is essentially injective
provided: if F (x) ∼= F (y), then x ∼= y. F is essentially surjective provided: if d
is an object in D, then there exists an object c in C such that F (c) ∼= d.
2. Coverings and Pullback
Fix amap (= continuous function) f : X → Y of topological spaces. We assume
X and Y are connected, locally path-connected, and semilocally simply-connected.
Spaces are not required to be Hausdorff. Indeed, classical covering space theory
‘works’ without any Hausdorff hypothesis [Hat02, Ch. 1]. Despite the fact that our
main interest lies in the unbased category, it will be useful to base spaces. So, fix
some x0 ∈ X and define y0 := f (x0). Thus, we have the based map:
(X, x0)
f // (Y, y0)
Recall the category Cov (Y ) of unbased coverings of Y . An object of Cov (Y ) is
an unbased covering p : E → Y (E may be disconnected or empty). A morphism
from p1 : E1 → Y to p2 : E2 → Y is a map t : E1 → E2 such that p1 = p2 ◦ t. Write
E1 ∼= E2 to mean unbased isomorphism of coverings.
As Y is locally path-connected, the restriction of any object p : E → Y to
any union of components of E is also an object of Cov (Y ). As Y is locally path-
connected and semilocally simply-connected, the disjoint union of any collection of
objects of Cov (Y ) is itself an object of Cov (Y ). We refer the reader to [CMcC12]
for detailed proofs of basic properties of Cov (Y ) and topological pullback.
We recall the topological pullback functor on coverings:
f∗ : Cov (Y )→ Cov (X)
Let p : E → Y be an object of Cov (Y ). The topological pullback of p along f
consists of the subspace:
(2.1) f∗ (E) := {(x, e) ∈ X × E | f(x) = p(e)} ⊂ X × E
and the commutative diagram:
f∗ (E)
f˜ //
f∗(p)

E
p

X
f // Y
(2.2)
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Here, f∗ (p) and f˜ are restrictions of the coordinate projections, and f∗ (p) is a
covering map. Note that:
(2.3) f∗ (p)
−1
(x0) = {x0} × p
−1 (y0)
and:
f∗ (p)
−1
(x0)
f˜ | // p−1 (y0)
(x0, z)
✤ // z
is the canonical homeomorphism of fibers. If t is a morphism from p1 : E1 → Y to
p2 : E2 → Y , then:
(2.4) f∗ (t) := (idX × t)| f
∗ (E1)
is a morphism from f∗ (p1) to f
∗ (p2). Thus, f
∗ : Cov (Y )→ Cov (X) is a covariant
functor.
Disjoint union is denoted + or Σ. Pullback respects disjoint union. Namely, for
each index set S and objects pi : Ei → Y , i ∈ S, of Cov (Y ):
f∗
(∑
i∈S
Ei
)
∼=
∑
i∈S
f∗ (Ei)
If c = |S| and p : E → Y is an object of Cov (Y ), then define c · E := Σi∈SE.
Hence:
f∗ (c ·E) ∼= c · f∗ (E)
The based map f induces the homomorphism of fundamental groups:
π1(X, x0)
f♯ // π1(Y, y0)
Define:
J := π1(X, x0)
G := π1(Y, y0)
H := Im f♯ < G
N := ker f♯ ⊳ J
If L < G, then we define:
(2.5) L′ := f−1♯ (L) < J
Write K ≡G L to mean that K and L are G-conjugate subgroups of G. If L < G,
then [L] := {K < G | K ≡G L} is the G-conjugacy class of L in G. Define:
SG := {[L] | L < G}
the set of G-conjugacy classes of subgroups of G. Similarly, define ≡J , ≡H , and
SH . In cases where confusion may arise, we will write [L]H or [L]G.
Let [L] ∈ SG. By the classification of covering spaces, there exists:
Y[L] = the unbased, connected cover of Y corresponding
to [L] (unique up to unbased isomorphism)
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A trivial cover of Y is any cover isomorphic to c · Y for some cardinal number c.
The following abbreviations will be used:
(2.6)
Y˜ denotes Y[{e}] (the connected, simply-connected cover of Y )
Y denotes Y[G] (the 1-sheeted, trivial cover of Y )
X˜ denotes X[{e}] (the connected, simply-connected cover of X)
X denotes X[J] (the 1-sheeted, trivial cover of X)
Let p : E → Y be an object of Cov (Y ). Then, E is the disjoint union of its
components, each of which is isomorphic to Y[L] for some [L] ∈ SG. It follows that:
E ∼=
∑
[L]∈SG
c[L] · Y[L]
for some cardinal numbers c[L]. Observe that:∑
[L]∈SG
c[L] · Y[L] ∼=
∑
[L]∈SG
d[L] · Y[L]
if and only if c[L] = d[L] for each [L] ∈ SG.
In the coming sections, we study the topological pullback functor f∗ via the
intimately related algebraic pullback functor associated to f♯. While the discusion
turns algebraic, it is helpful to recall that every homomorphism of groups arises as
the induced homomorphism on fundamental groups for some decent spaces.
Lemma 2.1. Let h : J0 → G0 be an arbitrary homomorphism of groups (no re-
striction on |J0| or |G0|). Then, there exist connected 2-dimensional CW-complexes
(X, x0) and (Y, y0) and isomorphisms:
ϕ : J0 → π1(X, x0) =: J
ψ : G0 → π1(Y, y0) =: G
Further, there exists a map f : (X, x0) → (Y, y0) such that the following diagram
commutes:
J0
h //
ϕ ∼=

G0
ψ ∼=

J
f♯ // G
(2.7)
Proof. Consider the multiplication table presentations 〈J0 | R〉 and 〈G0 | S〉 of J0
and G0 (see [MKS76, pp. 7–8]). Let (X, x0) and (Y, y0) be the standard CW-
complexes of dimension 2 associated to 〈J0 | R〉 and 〈G0 | S〉 respectively (see
[Hat02, p. 52]). The construction of these complexes yields the isomorphisms ϕ and
ψ (coherent orientation of loops is required). The obvious function f : (X, x0) →
(Y, y0) is easily seen to be a map as desired. 
Remark 2.2. If h is injective (which will turn out to be the most important
case), then an alternative approach to Lemma 2.1 is as follows. Begin with any
presentation P of G0, construct the standard 2-dimensional CW-complex (Y, y0)
associated to P , then use covering space theory to get (X, x0) as an appropriate,
connected cover of (Y, y0). The resulting map f : (X, x0) → (Y, y0) is itself a
covering map, so (X, x0) is a 2-dimensional CW-complex.
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Remark 2.3. If h is injective and G0 is finitely presented, then one may use
4-manifolds in place of CW-complexes. As is well known [GS99, pp. 131,155],
surgery yields a connected, smooth, closed (= compact, no boundary) 4-manifold
(Y, y0) with π1(Y, y0) ∼= G0. Use covering space theory to get (X, x0) as an ap-
propriate, connected (possibly noncompact) cover of (Y, y0). The resulting map
f : (X, x0)→ (Y, y0) is itself a covering map, so (X, x0) is a smooth 4-manifold.
3. G-sets and Pullback
Let G-set denote the category of (not necessarily finite or nonempty) right
G-sets. A morphism of G-sets S1 and S2 is a G-equivariant function t : S1 → S2
(i.e., t (s · g) = t (s) · g). The categories Cov (Y ) and G-set are equivalent by the
functor (“F” for fiber):
Cov (Y )
F // G-set
p ✤ // p−1 (y0)
(3.1)
Here, p : E → Y , and G acts on the fiber by the monodromy action:
z · g := γ˜ (1)
where γ : ([0, 1], {0, 1}) → (Y, y0) is such that g = [γ], and γ˜ is the lift of γ to E
such that γ˜ (0) = z. If t : p1 → p2 is a morphism, then F (t) is, by definition, the
restriction t| : p−11 (y0)→ p
−1
2 (y0).
Remark 3.1. One may construct a weak inverse for F by sending a (discrete)
G-set S to (Y˜ × S)/G for a suitable action of G on Y˜ × S. This construction
involves choices, and there is no canonical weak inverse for F without additional
data. For our purposes, it is more useful to recall the theorem that a functor F is an
equivalence if and only if F is full, faithful, and essentially surjective [Mac98, p. 93].
Let S be a right G-set. If s ∈ S, then sG < G denotes the stabilizer of s and
sG ⊂ S denotes the orbit of s. If a ·g = b, then bG = g
−1 (aG) g. The orbit space
is S/G := {sG | s ∈ S}. A transversal T for S/G is a set containing exactly one
element from each orbit.
If L < G, then the set of right cosets L\G is a transitive G-set where G acts by
right translation. If Lg ∈ L\G, then LgG = g
−1Lg. Given subgroups L and K of
G, L\G ∼= K\G (as G-sets) if and only if L ≡G K. Each transitive right G-set S
is (noncanonically) isomorphic to L\G for some L < G. Namely, if s ∈ S, then an
isomorphism is:
sG\G // S
sGg
✤ // s · g
(3.2)
As in (3.1), the functor:
Cov (X)
F // J-set
q ✤ // q−1 (x0)
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is an equivalence, where J acts on q−1 (x0) by the J-monodromy action. Consider
the diagram of functors:
Cov (Y )
F //
f∗

G-set
ε
✤
✤
✤
Cov (X)
F // J-set
(3.3)
Commutativity of the pullback square (2.2) implies that the J-monodromy action
on f∗ (p)−1 (x0) and the G-monodromy action on p
−1 (y0) satisfy:
(3.4) (x0, z) · j = (x0, z · f♯ (j))
Thus, there is a canonical functor ε that makes (3.3) commute. Namely, define ε
on objects by ε (S) := {x0}×S where (x0, s) ·j := (x0, s · f♯(j)), and on morphisms
by ε(t) := id × t. Recalling (2.3), (2.4), and (3.4), it is straightforward to verify
that (3.3), with ε included, is a commutative diagram of functors.
A second functor G-set → J-set, closely related to ε but even more canonical,
is what we call the algebraic pullback functor associated to f♯ : J → G. We define
it now for a general homomorphism.
Let h : G1 → G2 be a homomorphism of groups. The algebraic pullback
functor is:
h∗ : G2-set→ G1-set
defined on objects by h∗ (S) := S where s·g1 := s·h (g1), and defined on morphisms
by h∗(t) := t. Evidently, algebraic pullback respects disjoint union.
Remark 3.2. If h is inclusion, then h∗ is restriction of the G2 action to G1.
Further, if G2 is finite, then h
∗ is typically denoted Res or ResG2G1 in the literature.
We use the Res notation in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 ahead with finite groups.
Lemma 3.3 (Basic Properties of Algebraic Pullback). Let h : G1 → G2 be a
homomorphism of groups. Let I := Imh < G2. Let S be a G2-set and let s ∈ S.
Then:
(3.5) The stabilizers satisfy sG1 = h
−1 (sG2).
(3.6) If h is an isomorphism, then h∗ and
(
h−1
)∗
are inverse functors and, hence,
are equivalences.
(3.7) If h is surjective, then the following is a bijection of orbit spaces:
S/G2 // S/G1
sG2
✤ // sG1
(3.8) h is surjective if and only if h∗ sends each transitive G2-set to a transitive
G1-set.
(3.9) If h is surjective and L < G2, then h
∗ (L\G2) ∼= h
−1 (L) \G1.
(3.10) If L < G2, then (L\G2) /G1 = L\G2/I. Furthermore:
h∗ (L\G2) ∼=
∑
LgI∈
L\G2/I
h−1
(
g−1Lg
)
\G1
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Proof. Items (3.5)–(3.7) are exercises. In (3.8), the forward direction is immediate
by (3.7). For the backward direction, let L := Imh < G2. By hypothesis, h
∗ (L\G2)
is a transitive G1-set. Let g2 ∈ G2. Then, there exists g1 ∈ G1 such that (Le) ·g1 =
Lg2. Hence, L = Lg2 and g2 ∈ L as desired. Item (3.9) follows from (3.7), (3.2),
and (3.5). For (3.10), note that (L\G2) /G1 is the orbit space for the right G1
action on h∗ (L\G2), and L\G2/I is the set of double cosets of L and I in G2. It
is straightforward to see the two are equal. Finally, h∗ (L\G2) is a disjoint union
of transitive G1-sets, namely the individual orbits in (L\G2) /G1. Let LgI be such
an orbit. By (3.2), LgI ∼= LgG1\G1. By (3.5), LgG1 = h
−1 (LgG2) = h
−1
(
g−1Lg
)
as desired. 
Remark 3.4. As an application of Lemma 3.3, recall diagram (2.7). Algebraic
pullback yields the commutative diagram of functors:
J0-set G0-set
h∗oo
J-set
ϕ∗
OO
G-set
f∗♯oo
ψ∗
OO
(3.11)
where the vertical functors are equivalences by (3.6). Thus, h∗ and f∗♯ behave
identically concerning essential injectivity, essential surjectivity, and nullity zero
(defined in Section 4).
Corollary 3.5 (Further Properties of Algebraic Pullback). Let h : G1 → G2 be
a homomorphism of groups. Let I := Imh < G2. The following are consequences
of (3.10):
(3.12) h∗ (G2\G2) ∼= G1\G1
(3.13) If L ⊳ G2, then h
∗ (L\G2) ∼= c ·
(
h−1 (L) \G1
)
where c = |L\G2/I| ≥ 1.
(3.14) h∗ ({e} \G2) ∼= [G2 : I] · (kerh\G1).
(3.15) If h is injective, then h∗ ({e} \G2) ∼= [G2 : I] · ({e} \G1).
(3.16) If I ⊳ G2, then I\G2/I = I\G2 and h
∗ (I\G2) ∼= [G2 : I] · (G1\G1).
(3.17) h∗ (I\G2) ∼= c·(G1\G1)+E where c ≥ 1 and E contains no orbit isomorphic
to G1\G1 (E may be empty).

So, f♯ : J → G yields the algebraic pullback functor f
∗
♯ : G-set → J-set. By
diagram (3.3), we have the diagram of functors:
Cov (Y )
F //
f∗

G-set
⇔ f∗♯
		
ε

Cov (X)
F // J-set
(3.18)
While the functors ε and f∗♯ are not equal, they are naturally isomorphic (as in-
dicated by the ⇔ in diagram (3.18)). Namely, ρ : ε ⇒ f∗♯ defined by ρ (S) :=
((x0, s) 7→ s), and ν : f
∗
♯ ⇒ ε defined by ν (S) := (s 7→ (x0, s)), are natural isomor-
phisms. In particular, ρ (S) and ν (S) are isomorphisms of J-sets for each object S
in G-set.
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The homomorphism f♯ : J → G factors uniquely as a surjection followed by an
inclusion:
J
f♯ //
λ  ✿
✿✿
✿✿
✿✿
G
H
0

ι
AA☎☎☎☎☎☎☎
(3.19)
which yields the commutative diagram of algebraic pullback functors:
J-set G-set
f∗♯oo
ι∗✄✄
✄✄
✄✄
✄
H-set
λ∗
]]✿✿✿✿✿✿✿
(3.20)
Diagrams (3.18) and (3.20) yield the key diagram of functors:
Cov (Y )
F //
f∗

G-set
⇔
ι∗
$$❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍
f∗♯
		
ε

Cov (X)
F // J-set H-set
λ∗oo
(3.21)
In (3.21), the left square and the right triangle each commute, both functors labelled
F are equivalences, and the functors ε and f∗♯ are naturally isomorphic (see (3.18)).
We now prove the analogues of (3.10) and Corollary 3.5 for the topological
pullback functor f∗.
Lemma 3.6. Let p : E → Y be an object of Cov (Y ). Then, the following is a
bijection:
π0 (E) // p−1 (y0) /G
C ✤ // F (C)
(3.22)
If C ∈ π0 (E) and z ∈ F (C), then C ∼= Y[zG] and F (C)
∼= zG\G. In particular,
F
(
Y[L]
)
∼= L\G for each L < G. If T is a transversal for p−1 (y0) /G, then:
(3.23) E ∼=
∑
z∈T
Y[zG]
The analogous results hold for an object q : E → X of Cov (X) with Y , G, and y0
replaced by X, J , and x0 respectively.
Proof. Let C ∈ π0 (E) and let z ∈ p
−1 (y0) ∩ C. Then:
F (C) = p−1 (y0) ∩ C = zG
is a transitive right G-set, yielding (3.22). As p♯ (π1 (C, z)) = zG, we get C ∼= Y[zG].
Using the point z ∈ zG, we get the isomorphism (see (3.2)):
zG\G // zG
zGg
✤ // z · g
(3.24)
The next two assertions follow from the first three. The last assertion holds by the
same proof. 
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The next lemma is the analogue of (3.10) for f∗.
Lemma 3.7. Let [L] ∈ SG and let p : Y[L] → Y be the corresponding unbased,
connected cover. Let L ∈ [L] be any representative subgroup. Then, there exists a
bijection:
(3.25) L\G/H
Γ // π0
(
f∗
(
Y[L]
))
and:
(3.26) Γ (LgH) ∼= X[(g−1Lg ∩H)′]
Recall that K ′ := f−1♯ (K) < J .
Proof. There exists w ∈ p−1 (y0) such that p♯
(
π1
(
Y[L], w
))
= L. Note that wG = L
and wG = p−1 (y0). By Lemma 3.6, we have the G-set isomorphism:
L\G
σ // wG
Lg ✤ // w · g
(3.27)
By (3.21), we have:
Y[L]
✤ F //
❴
f∗

p−1 (y0)❴
ε

wG❴
f∗♯

L\G
σ
∼=
oo
❴
f∗♯

☎
ι∗
""❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
f∗
(
Y[L]
) ✤ F // f∗(p)−1 (x0) wGν(wG)∼=oo L\Gf∗♯ (σ)∼=oo L\G✤λ∗oo
(3.28)
Consider the bijections (two are J-set isomorphisms):
f∗(p)−1 (x0) wG
ν(wG)
∼=
oo L\G
f∗♯ (σ)
∼=
oo L\Goo
(x0, w · g) w · g
✤oo Lg✤oo Lg✤oo
(3.29)
By Lemma 3.6, (3.29), and (3.7), we have bijections:
π0
(
f∗
(
Y[L]
))
// f∗(p)−1 (x0) /J wG/Joo L\G/Joo L\G/Hoo
C ✤ // (x0, w · g)J (w · g)J
✤oo LgJ✤oo LgH✤oo
where C denotes the unique component of f∗
(
Y[L]
)
containing (x0, w · g)J . Define
Γ (LgH) := C. It remains to prove (3.26). By Lemma 3.6:
Γ (LgH) ∼= X[(x0,w·g)J]
Finally:
(x0,w·g)J = w·gJ = LgJ = f
−1
♯ (LgG) = f
−1
♯
(
g−1Lg
)
=
(
g−1Lg ∩H
)′
where the first two equalities hold by the isomorphisms in (3.29), the third holds
by (3.5), the fourth is clear, and the last holds by definition. 
We remind the reader of the abbreviations (2.6).
Corollary 3.8 (Properties of Topological Pullback). The following are conse-
quences of Lemma 3.7:
(3.30) f∗ (Y ) ∼= X
(3.31) If L ⊳ G, then f∗
(
Y[L]
)
∼= c ·X[(L∩H)′] where c ≥ 1.
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(3.32) f∗
(
Y˜
)
∼= [G : H ] ·X[N ] where N := ker f♯.
(3.33) If f♯ is injective, then f
∗
(
Y˜
)
∼= [G : H ] · X˜.
(3.34) If H ⊳ G, then H\G/H = H\G and f∗
(
Y[H]
)
∼= [G : H ] ·X.
(3.35) The following are equivalent: (1) f♯ is surjective, (2) the pullback of each
connected cover is connected, and (3) f∗
(
Y[L]
)
∼= X[(L∩H)′] for each L < G.
(3.36) f∗
(
Y[H]
)
∼= c ·X+E where c ≥ 1 and E contains no component isomorphic
to X (E may be empty).

4. Nullity Zero
Recall that an object of Cov (Y ) is trivial provided it is isomorphic to a disjoint
union c · Y for some cardinal number c. By (3.30), f∗ : Cov (Y )→ Cov (X) sends
each trivial object to a trivial object, specifically f∗ (c · Y ) ∼= c ·X .
We say that f∗ has nullity zero provided only the trivial objects of Cov (Y )
pullback to trivial objects of Cov (X).
We define nullity zero for algebraic pullback similarly. Let h : G1 → G2 be a
homomorphism. A G2-set is trivial provided it is isomorphic to a disjoint union
c · (G2\G2) for some cardinal number c. We say h
∗ has nullity zero provided only
the trivial group sets of G2-set pullback to trivial group sets of G1-set (cf. (3.12)).
Let L be a subgroup of G. The normal closure of L in G, denoted NC (G,L), is
the subgroup of G generated by g−1Lg for all g ∈ G. Thus, NC (G,L) is the smallest
normal subgroup of G containing L. Following Rose [Ros68], L is contranormal
in G provided NC (G,L) = G.
Theorem 4.1. Let h : G1 → G2 be a homomorphism of groups. Let I := Imh.
Then, h∗ has nullity zero if and only if I is contranormal in G2.
Proof. First, we prove the contrapositive of the forward implication. Assume that
K := NC (G2, I)  G2. As K ⊳G2 and I < K, h−1
(
g−1Kg
)
= G1 for every g ∈ G.
Also, K\G2/I = K\G2 since:
KgI = gKI = gK = Kg
So, by (3.10) we have h∗ (K\G2) ∼= [G2 : K] · (G1\G1). As K  G2, K\G2 is not
a trivial G2-set. Hence, h
∗ does not have nullity zero.
Next, we prove the reverse implication. As each G2-set is a disjoint union of
transitive G2-sets and pullback respects disjoint union, it suffices to prove that if
L < G2 and h
∗ (L\G2) is trivial, then L = G2. So, suppose h
∗ (L\G2) ∼= c ·(G1\G1)
for some cardinal number c. Then (3.10) implies that h−1
(
g−1Lg
)
= G1 for each
g ∈ G2. Hence, I ⊂ g
−1Lg for each g ∈ G2. In other words:
g−1Ig ⊂ L for each g ∈ G2
Therefore, G2 = NC(G2, I) ⊂ L. Hence, L = G2 as desired. 
Corollary 4.2. f∗ has nullity zero if and only if H := Im f♯ is contranormal in G.
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One may prove Corollary 4.2 in the same way as Theorem 4.1, using Lemma 3.7
in place of (3.10). An instructive alternative approach is to deduce Corollary 4.2
from the statement of Theorem 4.1 and diagram (3.18) as follows.
Both functors F in diagram (3.18) are equivalences of categories. Hence, both are
full, faithful, and essentially surjective (see Remark 3.1). Thus, both are essentially
injective. These observations and the definition of F (see (3.1)) imply the following:
(4.1)
E ∼= c · Y if and only if F (E) ∼= c · (G\G)
E ∼= c ·X if and only if F (E) ∼= c · (J\J)
The definition of the functor ε (see (3.3)) implies that:
(4.2) if S ∼= c · (G\G), then ε (S) ∼= c · (J\J)
Therefore, we say ε has nullity zero provided ε sends only the trivial G-sets to
trivial J-sets.
Lemma 4.3. If f∗ has nullity zero and f∗ (E) ∼= c · X, then E ∼= c · Y . If ε has
nullity zero and ε (S) ∼= c · (J\J), then S ∼= c · (G\G). If f∗♯ has nullity zero and
f∗♯ (S)
∼= c · (J\J), then S ∼= c · (G\G).
Proof. Suppose that f∗ has nullity zero and f∗ (E) ∼= c ·X . As f∗ has nullity zero,
E ∼= d · Y for some cardinal number d. So:
c ·X ∼= f∗ (E) ∼= f∗ (d · Y ) ∼= d · f∗ (Y ) ∼= d ·X
where the last isomorphism used (3.30). Thus, c = d as desired. The other two
conclusions are proved similarly, but using (4.2) and (3.12) respectively. 
The proof of the next lemma, left to the reader, is a pleasant exercise using the
observations directly above and diagram (3.18).
Lemma 4.4. The following are equivalent: (i) f∗ has nullity zero, (ii) ε has nullity
zero, and (iii) f∗♯ has nullity zero.
Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.4 immediately imply Corollary 4.2. This completes
our alternative proof of Corollary 4.2.
We close this section with several examples where H is a proper, contranor-
mal subgroup of a group G. They show that such subgroups arise naturally both
algebraically and topologically.
Example 4.5. The simplest example is G = Sym (n), the symmetric group on
n ≥ 3 letters, and H = 〈τ〉, any subgroup of G generated by a transposition τ ∈ G.
Example 4.6. Let H 6= {e} be any proper subgroup of a simple group G. For
instance, takeG to be the alternating group Alt (n) on n letters where n ≥ 5, or take
G to be Thompson’s group T , a finitely presented, infinite, simple group [CF11].
See Higman [Hig74] for more infinite, simple groups.
Example 4.7. Consider Poincare´’s integral homology 3-sphere Σ3 with fundamen-
tal groupG isomorphic to the binary icosahedral group I (120). The only nontrivial,
proper, normal subgroup of G is its center, which has order 2. G also contains cyclic
subgroups of orders 3, 4, 5, 6, and 10. Each of these noncentral cyclic subgroups
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is thus contranormal in G, and arises topologically as Im f♯ for a covering map
f : X3 → Σ3 by a Lens space X3.
Example 4.8. Let (Y, y0) be the wedge sum of two circles based at the wedge
point. Let G = π1(Y, y0) = 〈x, y〉 with the canonical generators shown in Figure 1.
y 0 yx
Figure 1. Wedge sum (Y, y0) of two circles, with fundamental
groupG = π1(Y, y0) = 〈x, y〉 generated by the two embedded loops.
We construct based covering spaces (X, x0) of (Y, y0) using the two building blocks
in Figure 2.
x
y
x
yy
x
BA
Figure 2. Building blocks A and B for the construction of covers
(X, x0) of (Y, y0). The endpoints of the segments labelled y will
comprise the fiber above y0.
Let X1X2 · · ·Xm be a finite sequence where m ≥ 1 and each Xk ∈ {A,B}. Let
a and b denote the number of blocks in the sequence equal to A and B respectively.
The sequence specifies a based covering f : (X, x0)→ (Y, y0) with a+ 2b sheets as
follows; there will be two choices for x0 when X1 = B. The space X is obtained
by gluing together copies of A and B (see Figure 2): the rightmost endpoint of
the horizontal segment in Xk is glued to the leftmost endpoint of the horizontal
segment in Xk+1. The gluing is cyclic, so Xm is glued to X1 in the same manner.
If X1 = A, then we declare the basepoint x0 of X to be the image in X of the
leftmost endpoint of the horizontal segment in X1. If X1 = B, then we allow two
choices: x0 may be the image in X of either of the two endpoints of either arc
labelled x in X1. Let H := Im f♯. Note that a + b = m,
∣∣f−1 (y0)∣∣ = a + 2b, and
[G : H ] = a+ 2b.
For example, the sequence A yields the 1-sheeted trivial cover of (Y, y0), and the
sequence BAAAA, for one of the two choices of x0, yields the 6-sheeted cover in
Figure 3.
Such a sequence is admissible provided a ≥ 1 and b ≥ 1. Let X1X2 · · ·Xm be
an admissible sequence. As A appears in the sequence, y−ixyi ∈ H for some integer
i. As B appears in the sequence, y−j(xy)yj ∈ H for some integer j. Hence, x and
y lie in NC (G,H), and H is a contranormal subgroup of G of index a + 2b ≥ 3.
For future reference, we note that if n := a+ 2b, then:
H\G =
{
H,Hy,Hy2, . . . , Hyn−1
}
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x
y
x 0
x
x
x
x x
y
y
y
y y
Figure 3. Six sheeted based covering space (X, x0) of the wedge
of two circles (Y, y0).
since H = x0G for the G-monodromy action on the fiber f
−1 (y0).
Evidently, two based covers arising from this construction are based isomorphic
if and only if their associated sequences are identical and, in case the sequences
begin with B, the choices of x0 are the same. An elementary counting argument
shows that we have produced:
c(n) :=
⌊n−12 ⌋∑
k=1
(
n− k − 1
k
)
+ 2
⌊n−32 ⌋∑
k=1
(
n− k − 1
k − 1
)
pairwise nonisomorphic, based, connected, n-sheeted covers of (Y, y0) for each
n ≥ 3. We double these numbers by simply interchanging the roles of x and y
throughout the construction. Thus, we have produced 2c(n) ≥ 2 contranormal
subgroups of G of index n ≥ 3. By covering space theory, G contains only finitely
many subgroups of each finite index n ∈ N (see also [Hal49]).
Remark 4.9. For each fixed n ≥ 3, several of the distinct subgroups of index n
in the previous example are G-conjugate. But, at least two G-conjugacy classes
are represented, and the number of classes represented increases with n. Also, it
appears that inG = 〈x, y〉, the number of contranormal subgroups of index n greatly
exceeds the number of normal subgroups of index n, especially as n increases. Are
contranormal subgroups more common than normal subgroups, at least for most
groups (in the sense of Gromov [Gro03]) and finite index n > 2?
Example 4.10. Let (Y, y0) and G be as in the previous example. Consider bi-
infinite sequences . . .X−1X0X1X2 . . . where each Xk ∈ {A,B} and at least one A
and one B appear. Similar to the previous example, each such sequence gives rise
to a proper, contranormal subgroup H of G, but now of infinite index ω. This
construction yields uncountably many such subgroups, pairwise not G-conjugate
even. G = 〈x, y〉 also contains uncountably many normal subgroups [Har00, p. 68],
hence uncountably many infinite index normal subgroups.
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5. Essential injectivity
5.1. Algebraic Equivalent to Essential Injectivity. In this subsection, we
prove that f∗♯ and f
∗ are essentially injective if and only if f♯ is surjective. We
begin with a useful observation.
Lemma 5.1. Let h : G1 → G2 be a surjective homomorphism. Let A,B < G2.
Then, A ≡G2 B if and only if h
−1 (A) ≡G1 h
−1 (B).
Proof. As h is surjective:
(5.1) h
(
h−1 (A)
)
= A and h
(
h−1 (B)
)
= B
The hypothesis for the backward implication is g−1h−1 (A) g = h−1 (B) for some
g ∈ G1. Apply h to this hypothesis, and (5.1) yields h(g)
−1Ah(g) = B as desired.
For the forward implication, observe that K := kerh ⊳ G1 and K < h
−1(A) (of
course, K⊳h−1(A) and K⊳h−1(B), but these facts are not needed). By hypothesis,
g−1Ag = B for some g ∈ G2. As h is surjective, there exists z ∈ G1 such that
h(z) = g. It suffices to prove that z−1h−1(A)z = h−1(B). The containment “⊂” is
straightforward. So, let x ∈ h−1(B). Then, h(x) = g−1ag for some a ∈ A. As h is
surjective, there exists y ∈ G1 such that h(y) = a. So:
h
(
z−1yz
)
= g−1ag = h(x)
Hence, z−1yzk0 = x for some k0 ∈ K. As K ⊳G1, zk0 = kz for some k ∈ K. Thus,
x = z−1(yk)z where yk ∈ h−1(A). 
Lemma 5.2. Let h : G1 → G2 be a homomorphism. If h is surjective, then h
∗ is
essentially injective.
Proof. Let S1 and S2 be G2-sets such that h
∗ (S1) ∼= h
∗ (S2). Each of the G1-sets
h∗ (S1) and h
∗ (S2) is isomorphic to a disjoint union of transitive G1-sets. As h is
surjective, the pullback of a transitive G2-set is a transitive G1-set by (3.8). Thus,
it suffices to prove the case where S1 and S2 are themselves transitive G2-sets. In
this case, S1 ∼= L\G2 and S2 ∼= K\G2 for some subgroups L and K of G. By (3.9),
we have isomorphisms of G1-sets:
h−1 (L) \G1 ∼= h
∗ (L\G2) ∼= h
∗ (S1) ∼= h
∗ (S2) ∼= h
∗ (K\G2) ∼= h
−1 (K) \G1
Therefore, h−1 (L) ≡G1 h
−1 (K) (see above (3.2)). Hence, L ≡G2 K by Lemma 5.1,
and so S1 ∼= S2 (as G2-sets) as desired. 
Lemma 5.3. If f♯ is surjective, then f
∗ is essentially injective.
Proof. We are given that H = G. Suppose t : f∗ (E1)→ f
∗ (E2) is an isomorphism
where pi : Ei → Y is an object of Cov (Y ) for i = 1, 2. In particular, t induces a
bijection π0 (f
∗ (E1)) → π0 (f
∗ (E2)) and t restricts to an isomorphism C → t(C)
for each component C of f∗ (E1). By (3.35), the pullback of each connected cover
of Y is connected. Hence, pullback induces a bijection π0 (Ei) → π0 (f
∗ (Ei)) for
each i = 1, 2. Therefore, it suffices to prove the special case where E1 and E2 are
connected. In this case, E1 ∼= Y[K] and E2 ∼= Y[L] for some K,L < G. By (3.35):
X[K′] ∼= f
∗
(
Y[K]
)
∼= f∗ (E1) ∼= f
∗ (E2) ∼= f
∗
(
Y[L]
)
∼= X[L′]
Thus, K ′ ≡J L
′. Lemma 5.1 implies K ≡G L and so E1 ∼= E2. 
Lemma 5.4. If f♯ is not surjective, then f
∗ is not essentially injective.
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Proof. By (3.36):
f∗
(
Y[H]
)
∼= c ·X + E
where c ≥ 1 and E (possibly empty) has no component isomorphic to X .
Case 1. c is infinite. Then:
f∗
(
Y[H] + Y
)
∼= c ·X + E +X ∼= c ·X + E ∼= f∗
(
Y[H]
)
since c+1 = c (the simplest ‘infinite swindle’), whereas Y[H]+Y ≇ Y[H]. The proof
of Case 1 is complete.
Case 2. c is finite. Recall that ω := |N|. Then:
f∗
(
ω · Y[H]
)
∼= ω · c ·X + ω ·E
f∗
(
ω · Y[H] + Y
)
∼= ω · c ·X + ω ·E +X ∼= ω · c ·X + ω · E
since ω · c+1 = ω · c (another infinite swindle), whereas ω ·Y[H] ≇ ω ·Y[H]+Y since
H  G. The proof of Case 2 is complete. 
The same argument, but using (3.17) and (3.12), proves the following.
Lemma 5.5. Let h : G1 → G2 be a homomorphism. If h is not surjective, then h
∗
is not essentially injective. 
Lemmas 5.2–5.5 imply the main results of this subsection:
Corollary 5.6. Let h : G1 → G2 be a homomorphism. Then h is surjective if and
only if h∗ is essentially injective. 
Corollary 5.7. f♯ is surjective if and only if f
∗ is essentially injective. 
The second case of the proof of Lemma 5.4 used infinite component covers of
Y , and both cases used infinite component covers of X . Similar remarks apply to
Lemma 5.5 with components replaced by orbits. The following questions arise.
Question 5.8. If f♯ is not surjective, then do there exist two nonisomorphic, finite
component covers of Y with isomorphic pullbacks? Equivalently, do there exist two
nonisomorphic G-sets with finite orbit spaces and isomorphic pullbacks?
Question 5.9. If f♯ is not surjective, then do there exist two nonisomorphic, finite
sheeted covers of Y with isomorphic pullbacks? Equivalently, do there exist two
nonisomorphic finite G-sets with isomorphic pullbacks?
Remark 5.10. Recall that topological pullback preserves the number of sheets of
a cover (see (2.3)), but may drastically increase the number of components (see,
e.g., (3.32)). Similarly, algebraic pullback preserves the cardinality of a group set,
but may drastically increase the number of orbits (see, e.g., (3.14)).
The two questions in Question 5.8 are equivalent, as are the two questions in
Question 5.9, by the following lemma.
Lemma 5.11. Consider the four nonhorizontal functors f∗, ε, f∗♯ , and ι
∗ in di-
agram (3.21). One of these four functors is essentially injective if and only if all
four are essentially injective. Furthermore, for any fixed (but arbitrary) cardinal
numbers c1 and c2, the following are equivalent:
(5.2) There exist covers E1 and E2 of Y , with c1 and c2 sheets respectively, such
that E1 6∼= E2 and f
∗ (E1) ∼= f
∗ (E2).
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(5.3) There exist G-sets S1 and S2, with c1 and c2 elements respectively, such
that S1 6∼= S2 and ε
∗ (S1) ∼= ε
∗ (S2).
(5.4) There exist G-sets S1 and S2, with c1 and c2 elements respectively, such
that S1 6∼= S2 and f
∗
♯ (S1)
∼= f∗♯ (S2).
(5.5) There exist G-sets S1 and S2, with c1 and c2 elements respectively, such
that S1 6∼= S2 and ι
∗ (S1) ∼= ι
∗ (S2).
Lastly, (5.2)–(5.5) are equivalent with ‘sheets’ replaced by ‘components’ and ‘ele-
ments’ replaced by ‘orbits’.
Proof. The first conclusion is a pleasant exercise using diagram (3.21), Remark 3.1,
diagrams (3.19) and (3.20), and Lemma 5.2. The second and third conclusions
follow from the proof of the first conclusion, by (3.1), and by the bijection (3.22). 
Note that (5.5) is algebraic pullback for inclusion ι : H →֒ G, which will soon be
our focus.
We will answer Question 5.8 in the affirmative (in general). We will answer
Question 5.9 in the affirmative when [G : H ] < ∞ (in particular, for |G| finite).
If [G : H ] = ∞, then Question 5.9 sometimes has an affirmative answer (consider
X := {x0} →֒ Y := S
1), and sometimes has a negative answer as the following
example shows.
Example 5.12. Let G = Q, the additive group of rational numbers (for a presen-
tation of Q, see [MKS76, p. 32]). Let H < G be any nontrivial, proper subgroup.
Every proper subgroup of G has infinite index [Kur60, pp. 61–62]. In particular,
[G : H ] = ω. Let ι : H →֒ G be inclusion. By Lemma 5.5, ι∗ : G-set → H-set is
not essentially injective. By (3.14):
(5.6) ι∗ ({e} \G) ∼= [G : H ] · ({e} \H) ∼= 2 [G : H ] · ({e} \H) ∼= ι∗ (2 · ({e} \G))
whereas {e} \G 6∼= 2 · ({e} \G). Thus, Question 5.8 has an affirmative answer for ι.
On the other hand, the only finite, transitive G-set up to isomorphism is G\G. So,
the finite G-sets up to isomorphism are n ·(G\G) for some n ∈ N0 = N∪{0}, and ι∗
is essentially injective on finite G-sets. Thus, Question 5.9 has a negative answer for
ι. More generally, one may replace Q with any nontrivial, abelian divisible group,
since any proper subgroup of such a group has infinite index [Har00, p. 59]. Every
nontrivial, abelian divisible group is infinitely generated.
Remark 5.13. The argument in (5.6) answers Question 5.8 in the affirmative
when [G : H ] =∞. Beyond Example 5.12, we leave Question 5.9 unexplored when
[G : H ] =∞. We now focus our attention on answering Question 5.9 affirmatively
in the case: algebraic pullback for inclusion ι : H →֒ G and [G : H ] <∞. Evidently,
this will answer Question 5.8 affirmatively when [G : H ] <∞, and hence in general.
We close this subsection by reducing to the finite group case.
Lemma 5.14. Suppose [G : H ] <∞ and ι : H →֒ G is not surjective. Then, there
is a commutative diagram of homomorphisms:
H
π0


 ι // G
π

H/K 
 ι0 // G/K
(5.7)
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where H/K and G/K are finite groups, and ι0 is inclusion but is not surjective.
Algebraic pullback yields the commutative diagram of functors:
H-set G-set
ι∗oo
(H/K)-set
π∗0
OO
(G/K)-set
ι∗0oo
π∗
OO
(5.8)
For any fixed (but arbitrary) cardinal numbers c1 and c2, if:
(5.9) There exist (G/K)-sets S1 and S2, with c1 and c2 elements respectively,
such that S1 6∼= S2 and ι
∗
0 (S1)
∼= ι∗0 (S2),
then (5.5) holds.
Proof. G acts on H\G by right translation. This action yields the representation:
ρ : G→ Sym (H\G)
where Sym (H\G) is a finite group (since [G : H ] <∞). Evidently:
K := ker ρ =
⋂
g∈G
g−1Hg < H
Hence, K ⊳ G, K ⊳ H , and |G/K| < ∞ (since G/K ∼= Im ρ). This readily yields
diagram (5.7) satisfying the properties stated there. Algebraic pullback yields
diagram (5.8). Lemma 5.2 implies that π∗ is essentially injective. So, assum-
ing (5.9), we have π∗ (S1) 6∼= π
∗ (S2), but ι
∗ (π∗ (S1)) ∼= ι
∗ (π∗ (S2)) by commuta-
tivity of (5.8). 
5.2. Finite Group Case via Burnside Rings. Throughout this and the next
subsection, H is a subgroup of a finite group G. G-set now denotes the category of
finite G-sets, and similarly for H-set. In this finite setting, we adhere to conven-
tion and write Res : G-set→ H-set (for restriction) in place of ι∗. Recall that SG
denotes the set of G-conjugacy classes of subgroups of G, and similarly for SH .
The isomorphism classes of finite G-sets form a commutative semi-ring with
identity. Addition is induced by disjoint union. Multiplication is induced by carte-
sian product equipped with the diagonal action: (z1, z2) · g := (z1 · g, z2 · g). The
multiplicative identity is [G\G]. The Burnside ring of G, denoted B(G), is the
Grothendieck ring of this semi-ring. B(G) is a commutative ring with identity.
Additively, B(G) is a free Z-module with basis {[L\G] | [L] ∈ SG} and rank n :=
|SG|. Similarly, B(H) is a free Z-module with basis {[K\H ] | [K] ∈ SH} and rank
m := |SH |. Original references for Burnside rings include [Bur55], [Rot64]1, [Sol67],
and [Glu81]. Further references include [Bou00], [Yam02], and [tDi87].
Elements of B(G) have the form:
(5.10) a :=
∑
[L]∈SG
a[L] · [L\G]
where each a[L] ∈ Z. Let B(G)
+
⊂ B(G) be the set of isomorphism classes of
nonempty, finite G-sets. That is, B(G)
+
contains elements a ∈ B(G) such that
1“The situation becomes bewildering in problems requiring an enumeration of any of the
numerous collections of combinatorial objects which are nowadays coming to the fore.”–Rota.
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a[L] ≥ 0 for all [L] ∈ SG and a[L] > 0 for at least one [L] ∈ SG.
Recall the Z-module morphisms:
(5.11) B(H)
Ind
// B(G)
Resoo
The restriction morphism Res is the natural extension of Res : G-set→ H-set to
Burnside rings. In fact, Res is a unital ring morphism. The induction morphism
Ind is defined as follows. Let S be a right H-set. G acts on S ×G on the right by
(z, g) · g′ := (z, gg′), and H acts on S ×G on the left by h · (z, g) :=
(
x · h−1, hg
)
.
By definition, Ind (S) is the quotient H\(S ×G), often denoted S ×H G, equipped
with the induced right G-action. In general, Ind is not a ring morphism.
Let [L] ∈ SG and [K] ∈ SH . Then:
Res [L\G] =
∑
LgH∈
L\G/H
[(
g−1Lg ∩H
)
\H
]
(5.12)
Ind [K\H ] = [K\G](5.13)
For (5.12), use (3.10). For (5.13), consider (Kh, g) 7→ Khg.
The Burnside algebra of G is QB(G) := Q ⊗Z B(G). It is a Q-vector space
with basis {1⊗ [L\G] | [L] ∈ SG} and dimension n. We abbreviate 1 ⊗ [L\G] to
[L\G]. The Z-module morphisms Res and Ind naturally yield the Q-vector space
morphisms:
(5.14) QB(H)
QInd
// QB(G)
QResoo
Note that QRes| B(G) = Res and QInd| B(H) = Ind. QRes is a unital algebra
morphism, while QInd generally is not.
Lemma 5.15. Res sends B(G)
+
into B(H)
+
. In particular, B(G)
+
contains no
element in the kernel of Res.
Proof. This is immediate by (5.10) and (5.12). In particular, if a[L] > 0, then the
coefficient of [(L ∩H) \H ] in Res a is positive. 
The proof of the next lemma is clear.
Lemma 5.16. Let v ∈ B(G). Then v = a − b for unique a, b ∈ B(G) such that:
a[L] ≥ 0 and b[L] ≥ 0 for each [L] ∈ SG and a and b have disjoint support (i.e.,
a[L] 6= 0 implies b[L] = 0, and b[L] 6= 0 implies a[L] = 0). 
Lemma 5.17. There exist a, b ∈ B(G)+ such that a 6= b and Res a = Res b if and
only if kerQRes is nontrivial.
Proof. For the forward direction, consider a − b. For the backward direction, let
u be a nontrivial element of kerQRes. Then, cu ∈ kerRes for some c ∈ N. Write
cu = a−b for unique a and b as in Lemma 5.16. It remains to show a 6= 0 and b 6= 0.
As u 6= 0, a and b are not both zero. If a = 0, then 0 6= b = −cu ∈ B(G)
+
∩ kerRes
contradicting Lemma 5.15. Similarly, b 6= 0. 
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By the previous lemma, we wish to show QRes has a nontrivial kernel when
H  G. Of course, this is clear when dimQB(G) > dimQB(H). It is also clear when
H⊳G (and H 6= G) since then Res [G\G] = [H\H ] and Res [H\G] = [G : H ]·[H\H ]
by (3.12) and (3.16). However, such arguments do not always apply.
Example 5.18. Let G = Alt(4), the alternating group on four letters. Let H < G
be the unique subgroup of order 4. H is isomorphic to Z2 ⊕ Z2. Then |SG| =
|SH | = 5. By taking G = Alt(4)⊕ Z2 and H < G the unique subgroup of order 8,
we get |SG| = 12 and |SH | = 16. In the previous two examples, H ⊳ G. The first
example with H not normal in G and |SH | ≥ |SG| (in fact, with |SH | > |SG|) is
when G has order 96 (group 〈96, 3〉 in MAGMA notation) and H < G is a subgroup
isomorphic to Z4 ⊕Z2 ⊕Z2. G contains 3 subgroups of order 16, including H , and
all are G-conjugate. G contains 16 subgroups of order 3 (cf. [Mil30]), |SG| = 21,
|SH | = 27, and G does not split as a semi-direct product. More such examples,
with H not normal in G and |SH | ≥ |SG|, exist with |G| = 96, 128, 144, 160, 168,
192, and so forth. Such examples with |G| odd seem to be less common, the only
such with |G| ≤ 1000 having |G| = 351 and |G| = 729.
Recall that QB(G) also has a basis of primitive idempotents (see [Glu81, Bou00]):
BG :=
{
eGL ∈ QB(G) | [L] ∈ SG
}
Similarly, BH :=
{
eHK ∈ QB(H) | [K] ∈ SH
}
is a basis for QB(H). Primitive idem-
potents are expressed in terms of the basis {[L\G] | [L] ∈ SG} using Gluck’s for-
mula [Bou00, p. 751]. Namely, if L < G then:
(5.15) eGL =
1
|NG(L)|
∑
K<L
|K|µ(K,L) [K\G]
where NG(L) is the normalizer of L in G and µ is the Mo¨bius function of the
poset of all subgroups of G (cf. [Pah93]). In particular, note that the sum in (5.15)
is over all subgroups of L, not just conjugacy classes of subgroups.
Example 5.19. Let G = Sym(3) and H = 〈(1, 2)〉. Let L := 〈(1, 2, 3)〉. With
respect to the indicated ordered bases of B(G) and B(H) respectively, Res and
QRes are represented by the matrix:
M =
[ [{e}\G] [H\G] [L\G] [G\G]
[{e}\H] 3 1 1 0
[H\H] 0 1 0 1
]
and eGG =
[
1
2 − 1 −
1
2 1
]T
.
Lemma 5.20 (Bouc [Bou00, p. 750]). If H  G, then QRes eGG = 0.
Lemma 5.21. eGG 6= 0.
Proof. By Gluck’s formula (5.15), the coefficient of [G\G] in eGG equals:
1
|G|
|G|µ(G,G) = 1
since µ(L,L) = 1 for any subgroup L < G, proving the lemma. In fact, the
coefficient of [L\G] in eGG must be nonzero for at least one subgroup H < L  G
since QRes eGG = 0, QRes [G\G] = [H\H ], and by (5.12). 
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Corollary 5.22. Question 5.9 has an affirmative answer when [G : H ] <∞. Ques-
tion 5.8 has an affirmative answer in general.
Proof. For the first conclusion, Lemmas 5.11 and 5.14 reduce the problem to proper
inclusion of finite groups. These cases are handled by Lemmas 5.17, 5.20, and 5.21.
The second conclusion follows from the first and Remark 5.13. 
5.3. Alternative Approach to the Finite Case. This subsection identifies a
distinguished, 1-dimensional subspace of kerQRes (when H  G), generally very
different from SpanQ
{
eGG
}
. We were led to consider this subspace prior to our
awareness of the bases of primitive idempotents and Bouc’s result (Lemma 5.20).
We take a moment to motivate this subspace before we prove its existence. By (5.13)
we have:
Im Ind = SpanZ {[K\G] | [K] ∈ SH} < B(G)(5.16)
ImQInd = SpanQ {[K\G] | [K] ∈ SH} < QB(G)(5.17)
Proposition 5.23. Let H < G where |G| < ∞. The restriction of Res to the
submodule Im Ind is injective. Equivalently, the restriction of QRes to the subspace
ImQInd is injective.
To avoid interruption, and since Proposition 5.23 serves mainly as motivation,
we postpone a proof of Proposition 5.23 to later in this subsection. Recall that
K < G is G-subconjugate to L < G provided K is G-conjugate to a subgroup
of L. Proposition 5.23 says that any nontrivial element of kerQRes must have a
nonzero coefficient on some [K\G] where K is not G-subconjugate to H . If H  G,
then sometimes G itself is the only subgroup of G not G-subconjugate to H . As
QRes [G\G] = [H\H ], we are led to consider whether [H\H ] = QRes(v) for some
v ∈ ImQInd. If so, then our desired element of kerQRes is v − [G\G] and our
distinguished, 1-dimensional subspace of kerQRes is SpanQ {v − [G\G]}. We now
prove that indeed this is the case.
Let H < G. Recall that |G| is finite in this subsection. Define the set of derived
subgroups DS of H in G to be the closure of the initial set DS = {H} under
the operation: let K ∈ DS and g ∈ G, replace DS with DS ∪
{
g−1Kg ∩H
}
.
Clearly, every derived subgroup is a subgroup of H . Let D := {[K]G | K ∈ DS} be
G-conjugacy classes of derived subgroups. We define:
W := SpanZ {[K\G] | [K] ∈ D} < Im Ind < B(G)
QW := SpanQ {[K\G] | [K] ∈ D} < ImQInd < QB(G)
The relevance of derived subgroups will become clear below in diagram (5.22) and
Lemma 5.28. In short, [H\H ] will equal QRes(v) for a unique v ∈ ImQInd, this
v will lie in QW , and QW < ImQInd is often a proper subspace of ImQInd thus
narrowing the location of v. For example, if H ⊳ G, then D = {[H ]G} and v will
equal (1/ [G : H ]) · [H\G].
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Let L < G and K < H . Then (see [Yam02]):
QRes
(
eGL
)
=
∑
[J]∈SH
J≡GL
eHJ(5.18)
QInd
(
eHK
)
= [NG(K) : NH(K)] e
G
K(5.19)
Define the standard inner product on QB(G) for the basis BG of primitive idem-
potents by:
(5.20)
〈
eGK , e
G
L
〉
G
:=
{
1 if K ≡G L
0 otherwise
Define an inner product on QB(H) by:
(5.21)
〈
eHK , e
H
L
〉
H
:=
{
[NG(K) : NH(K)] if K ≡H L
0 otherwise
If K ≡H L, then |NH(K)| = |NH(L)| and |NG(K)| = |NG(L)|. So, 〈−,−〉H is
indeed symmetric. It is the standard inner product on QB(H), for the basis BH ,
weighted by positive integers.
Let U and V be Q-vector spaces equipped with inner products 〈−,−〉U and
〈−,−〉V respectively. Two Q-vector space morphisms:
U
S
−→ V
T
−→ U
are adjoint provided 〈Su, v〉V = 〈u, T v〉U for all u ∈ U and v ∈ V .
Lemma 5.24. Let U and V be finite dimensional Q-vector spaces. If S and T are
adjoint, as in the previous paragraph, then V = ImS ⊕ kerT and, by symmetry,
U = ImT ⊕ kerS.
Proof. If Su ∈ kerT , then:
0 = 〈u,~0〉U = 〈u, TSu〉U = 〈Su, Su〉V
and Su = ~0 by definiteness. So, ImS ∩ kerT = {~0}.
As S and T are adjoint, kerT = (ImS)
⊥
and dim ImS = dim ImT . Hence:
dimV = dimkerT + dim ImT
= dimkerT + dim ImS
and the lemma follows. 
Remark 5.25. The previous proof shows that:
TS (U) = T (V ) and ST (V ) = S (U)
To see this, note that TS (U) ⊂ T (V ) and, as T is injective on ImS:
dimTS (U) = dim ImS = dim ImT = dim T (V )
The next lemma says that QRes and QInd are adjoint Q-vector space morphisms
for the inner products (5.20) and (5.21). The proof, left to the reader, is straight-
foward using equations (5.18)–(5.21).
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Lemma 5.26. Let [L] ∈ SG and [K] ∈ SH. Then:〈
QRes
(
eGL
)
, eHK
〉
H
=
〈
eGL ,QInd
(
eHK
)〉
G

Remark 5.27. Lemmas 5.24 and 5.26 immediately prove Proposition 5.23. We
originally discovered and proved Proposition 5.23 using topological pullback and
a direct inductive argument using components with maximal corresponding sub-
groups. We omit the details of this alternative approach and merely mention that
it may be of independent interest since, in the finite group case, it may extend to
arbitrary covers (over subgroups of H) using Zorn’s lemma. It is not clear whether
this approach extends to finite sheeted covers (over subgroups of H) in the infinite
group case. Inclusion of a point into the circle shows that f∗ need not be essentially
injective on finite component covers (over subgroups ofH) in the infinite group case.
Lemmas 5.24 and 5.26 and Remark 5.25 yield the key commutative diagram of
Q-vector space morphisms:
QB(G)
QRes // QB(H)
QInd // QB(G)
⊂ ⊂ ⊂
ImQInd
QRes|
∼=
// ImQRes
QInd|
∼=
// ImQInd
⊂ ⊂ ⊂
QW
QRes|
∼=
// QRes(QW )
QInd|
∼=
// QW
(5.22)
Remark 5.25 yields the two middle row isomorphisms. The lower left morphism
is an isomorphism since it is the restriction of the isomorphism directly above it.
For the lower right morphism, call it ψ, notice that QIndQRes(QW ) ⊂ QW by
the definition of derived subgroups and by (5.12) and (5.13). So, ψ maps into QW
injectively since it is a restriction of the morphism directly above it. Thus, the
bottom row composition QW → QW is injective, and hence an isomorphism since
QW is finite dimensional. As the lower left morphism is an isomorphism, ψ is an
isomorphism as indicated in (5.22).
Lemma 5.28. Let H < G where |G| < ∞ (H need not be a proper subgroup).
Then, there exists a unique v ∈ ImQInd such that QRes(v) = [H\H ]. Furthermore,
v ∈ QW .
Proof. Notice that:
[G\G]
✤ QRes // [H\H ] ✤
QInd // [H\G]
where [H\H ] ∈ ImQRes, and [H\G] ∈ QW since [H ] ∈ D. The two isomor-
phisms on the right in diagram (5.22) imply that [H\H ] ∈ QRes(QW ). The two
isomorphisms on the left in diagram (5.22) now yield the desired conclusions. 
Remark 5.29. Of course, v need not lie in W nor in Im Ind. For example, if H
is a proper, normal subgroup of G, then v = (1/ [G : H ]) · [H\G] by (3.16) and
uniqueness of v in Lemma 5.28.
Remark 5.30. Lemma 5.28 completes our alternative proof of Corollary 5.22.
In particular, Lemma 5.28 may replace Lemmas 5.20 and 5.21 in the proof of
Corollary 5.22 since it provides a nontrivial element v − [G\G] of kerQRes when
H  G.
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Lemma 5.28 motivates the following definition. Let H < G where |G| < ∞.
The deviation of H in G is the smallest natural number ∆ := ∆(G,H) such that
∆·[H\H ] lies in the image of the composition Res Ind : B(H)→ B(H). Lemma 5.28
implies that ∆ exists. Evidently, ∆(G,H) is an isomorphism invariant of the pair,
and depends only on the G-conjugacy class of H in G. The deviation ∆(G,H)
seems to be a compound measure of how “non-normal” H is in G and how small
(cardinality-wise) H is in G. We find ∆(G,H) to be a natural and interesting
quantity, so we state three conjectures for further study.
Conjectures 5.31. Let H < G where |G| <∞. Let ∆ = ∆(G,H). Then:
(5.23) ∆ = 1 if and only if H = G.
(5.24) [G : H ] divides ∆.
(5.25) ∆ divides |G|.
Evidently, H = G implies ∆ = 1, so (5.24) implies (5.23). If H ⊳ G, then
∆ = [G : H ] by Remark 5.29. So, all three conjectures hold when H ⊳ G. We
have verified all three conjectures for thousands of pairs (G,H) using MAGMA.
It should be interesting to find a formula for ∆, to understand relations between
∆(G,H) and ∆(G,H ′) for H ′ < H , and possibly to compare ∆ with eGG from the
previous subsection. We suspect that ∆ has intimate relations with certain entries
in the table of marks of G.
We close this section with three examples that display various phenomena.
Example 5.32. If ∆ = [G : H ], then H need not be normal in G. Consider
G = Sym(3) and H = 〈τ〉 any subgroup of G generated by a transposition τ ∈ G.
Then, ∆ = 3 (use (3.10) with h : H →֒ G inclusion), but H is not normal in G.
This example also shows that neither of ∆ and |H | need divide the other.
Example 5.33. Let G be the group 〈192, 181〉 in MAGMA notation. G is a
nonabelian group of order 192. Let H be the 42nd subgroup of G using MAGMA’s
intrinsic ordering of Subgroups(G)= SG. H is a nonabelian group of order 32. Let
ι : H →֒ G be inclusion. Then:
• ι∗ is not essentially injective since H  G.
• |SG| = 46 < |SH | = 47.
• NC(G,H) = G, so ι∗ has nullity zero.
• There exist non-G-conjugate subgroups L and K of G such that ι∗(L\G) ∼=
ι∗(K\G).
In other words, the last item says that the matrix of Res (with respect to any
orderings of SG and SH) has two identical columns. Neither of the subgroups L
or K is G-subconjugate to H since |H | = 32 and |L| = |K| = 6. In this example,
∆(G,H) = 12, so [G : H ] divides ∆ and ∆ divides |G|.
Example 5.34. Let p > 0 be prime. Let G := Z/p2Z and let H := pZ/p2Z ⊳ G.
For the ordered bases ([{e} \G] , [H\G] , [G\G]) and ([{e} \H ] , [H\H ]) of B(G) and
B(H) respectively, the matrix of Res is:
M =
[ [{e}\G] [H\G] [G\G]
[{e}\H] p 0 0
[H\H] 0 p 1
]
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Evidently, a =
[
0 1 0
]T
and b =
[
0 0 p
]T
are the smallest elements in B(G)
+
(for the L1-norm) such that a 6= b and Ma = Mb. These examples, for various
primes p > 0, show that there is no global upper bound on the number of compo-
nents or sheets needed to detect failure of essential injectivity. For other examples,
simpler topologically but with infinite fundamental groups, let p > 0 be prime and
consider f : S1 → S1 given by z 7→ zp.
6. Essential surjectivity
Groups and group sets are not necessarily finite in this section. First, observe
that if h : G1 → G2 is a group homomorphism with nontrivial kernel, then h
∗
is not essentially surjective since the pullback of no group set is isomorphic to
{e} \G1 by (3.10). Thus, we need only consider injective homomorphisms. Recall
diagrams (3.18)–(3.21). Evidently, one of the three functors f∗, ε, and f∗♯ is essen-
tially surjective if and only if all three are essentially surjective. If f♯ is injective,
then λ is an isomorphism in (3.19). So, by (3.6), λ∗ is an equivalence, and ι∗ is es-
sentially surjective if and only if f∗♯ is essentially surjective. Therefore, throughout
this section we consider an inclusion homomorphism ι : H →֒ G. Call (G,H) an
essentially surjective pair provided ι∗ is essentially surjective.
Proposition 6.1. The pair (G,H) is essentially surjective if and only if for each
K < H there exists L < G such that: (i) G = LH and (ii) L ∩H = K.
Proof. First, we prove the reverse implication. Each H-set is a disjoint union of
transitiveH-sets, and each transitive H-set is isomorphic to K\H for someK < H .
Thus, it suffices to consider K\H where K < H . By hypothesis, there exists L < G
such that G = LH and L ∩ H = K. In particular, L\G/H = {G}. By (3.10),
ι∗(L\G) ∼= (L ∩H)\H = K\H .
Next, let K < H . By hypothesis, there exists a G-set S such that ι∗(S) ∼=
K\H . As K\H is transitive, S is necessarily transitive. So, S ∼= A\G for some
A < G, and ι∗(A\G) ∼= K\H . By (3.10), |A\G/H | = 1 and (A ∩H)\H ∼= K\H .
The former implies G = AeH = AH ; the latter implies A ∩ H ≡H K. Hence,
K = x−1(A ∩ H)x = x−1Ax ∩ H for some x ∈ H . Define L := x−1Ax < G. So,
L ∩H = K and conjugating the identity G = AH by x yields G = LH . 
Let H < G. A complement of H in G is a subgroup L < G such that G = LH
and L ∩ H = {e}. Proposition 6.1 says that a necessary condition for (G,H) to
be an essentially surjective pair is that H has a complement in G. Recall a few
properties of complements. Let L be a complement of H in G. Each element of G is
uniquely a product lh where l ∈ L and h ∈ H . If G is finite, then |G| = |L| · |H | and
G = HL = LH . Complements need not be unique nor even G-conjugate (consider
G = (Z/2Z) ⊕ (Z/2Z) and H = (Z/2Z)⊕ {e}). If H or L is normal in G, then G
is an internal semidirect product of L and H . If H and L are normal in G, then G
is the internal direct sum of L and H .
Remark 6.2. If L is a complement of H in G, then G is, by definition, an internal
Zappa-Sze´p product of L and H (see [Sze´50]). This product generalizes the
semidirect product and is variously called the knit product or double crossed product.
Example 6.3. (G, {e}) and (G,G) are essentially surjective pairs for any group G.
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Example 6.4. Let p > 0 be prime. Let G := Z/p2Z and let H := pZ/p2Z ⊳ G.
The pair (G,H) is not essentially surjective since H has no complement in G.
Alternatively, the matrix in Example 5.34 shows that no G-set pulls back to an
H-set isomorphic to {e} \H . Hence, G finite abelian (indeed, finite cyclic) does not
imply (G,H) is essentially surjective.
Example 6.5 (A Class of Essentially Surjective Pairs). Let G be an external
semidirect product A⋊B where A and B are arbitrary groups such that the (left)
action of B on A (denoted b · a) preserves each subgroup of A setwise. Let H :=
A × {e} ⊳ G. We show that (G,H) is an essentially surjective pair. Let K < H .
Then, K = C×{e} for some C < A. Let L := C×B ⊂ G = A⋊B = A×B (equal
as sets). By assumption, the action of B sends C into itself. It follows that L < G.
To see that LH = G, let (a, b) ∈ G. Then, (e, b) ∈ L, (b−1 · a, e) ∈ H , and:
(a, b) = (e(b · (b−1 · a)), be) = (e, b)(b−1 · a, e) ∈ LH
as desired. Finally, L∩H = C ×{e} = K. So, Proposition 6.1 implies that (G,H)
is an essentially surjective pair. This class includes all direct products, since these
correspond to the case where B acts trivially on A. To see that this class is more
general than direct products, let A be cyclic of prime order and let B act on A
nontrivially. For instance, let A = Z/pZ = 〈a〉 where p ≥ 3 is prime, and let
B = Z/2Z = 〈b〉 act on A by b · ak := a−k. If p = 3, then this particular example
is isomorphic to (Sym(3), 〈(1, 2, 3)〉).
On the other hand, not every essentially surjective pair arises from a semidirect
product splitting, and not every semidirect product yields an essentially surjective
pair, as shown by the next two examples.
Example 6.6. Let G := Sym(4) and H := 〈(1, 2, 3)〉. The pair (G,H) is essentially
surjective. H has exactly three complements in G, namely the three subgroups of
G of order 8. These three complements are pairwise G-conjugate. However, neither
H nor any of its three complements is normal in G. Hence, G cannot split as an
internal semidirect product of H and any subgroup of G.
Example 6.7. Let G be the dihedral group of order 8, namely the subgroup
〈(1, 2, 3, 4), (1, 3)〉 of Sym(4). Let H := 〈(1, 3), (2, 4)〉, a Klein 4-group in G. As
[G : H ] = 2, H ⊳ G. H has two complements in G, namely L1 := 〈(1, 2)(3, 4)〉
and L2 := 〈(1, 4)(2, 3)〉. In particular, G splits as an internal semidirect product
as H ⋊ L1 and as H ⋊ L2. Nevertheless, (G,H) is not an essentially surjective
pair since the subgroups 〈(1, 3)〉 and 〈(2, 4)〉 of H have no corresponding subgroup
L < G as required by Proposition 6.1.
One may view Proposition 6.1 as providing an obstruction, for each K < H ,
to the pair (G,H) being essentially surjective. K = {e} mandates that H has a
complement L in G. K = H yields no obstruction.
Question 6.8. Which subgroups K of H yield nontrivial obstructions to essential
surjectivity? What obstructions arise from cyclic subgroups K of H?
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